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"cuite convinced of Pr'audaiism fro-1 the

"Well," he said, "what is wrong with it?" Meaning to say, "If you can't prove

rauáalism is wrong, then it must be right." Well my position was that I ctiun't

know mach t about it, bnt it had. to proven to me that it is right before I

would. accept it. I don't have to prove it is wrong. That is true o$ the

con-clusionon a great iany things in the Scripture. We must get evidence enough to

convince us that we are right and othrwise I think the Lord. wants us to reserve

judent until we find sufient evidence to reach a conclusion about th particular

knowledge. I rersonally frel that way about dicotorny and tricotorny. People get

tremendously concerned about whether the human personality is me up of to parts

or three. Personally I don't think that you can soy that this book here is made up

of xmirt color, and thickness, and. weight. They are three qualities. .U1 right

somebody says, "I'm a tricotomist. It has three qualities. It has color ana

thickness and weight." Somebody else sayS "No, I'm a dicotomist. It has only

two cualities. It has thickness and wiight, nd color is purely incidental. I may

be part of one of the others." As a matter of fact here is the 'ocok and. you can
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It has a dozen qualities. You can say it has fifty. If you take the color

a'ay f -on it, it might still be a book, but if you take the weight away, it

just floats away. It is not a book any more. If you take the thickness away. If

you have no thickness, it is not a book. There are different things that are needed.

Now the human personality includes a boy, it includes a spirit, it incluu.es a

soul, it incl'des strength, it includes all sorts of things. You can't take so"e

of them away and still have human personality. They are all neceary to a full

personality. Now you can take away the body and you have an unnatural condition,

but that unnatural condition dos exist. I don't think you have a bo.y when the

soul oes-it is just a corpse. It is only a boLy as long a it is united with the

spirit and. the human personality is both. Now when the body is gone, there is an

unnatural condition which does survive but which is to be reunitea with the boLy.
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